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to determine if changes observed in ftir spectra as monoclonal antibodies are heated above the tm can be applied to monoclonal antibodies in the clinic as well, sample ftir spectra were collected for a test set of three similar commercial monoclonal antibodies (fig. 5 a). the tms of the test set of monoclonal antibodies

were previously determined to be 64c, 70c, and 72c [ 10 ]. the ftir spectra of the monoclonal antibodies at 25c, 70c, and 72c were collected under identical conditions using a spectrophotometer with a 1cm path length light source, which is equivalent to the spectroscopy instrumentation used for the monoclonal
antibody sample studies. these ftir spectra were then quantitatively compared to the ftir spectra of the monoclonal antibody formulation stored at 25c (standard spectrum). the qc compare comparison scores for the anti-igf1r and anti-tslp monoclonal antibody samples are shown in fig. 5 b. for all of the monoclonal

antibodies studied, significant changes are observed in the monoclonal antibody secondary structure as the temperatures are raised. as in the monoclonal antibody studies, at 70c, anti-tslp shows a large amide i peak at 1640cm1 that shifts to 1625cm1. these changes are similar to the changes seen when monoclonal
antibodies with limited aggregations are exposed to temperatures above the tm of the igg aggregates (fig. 2 c). furthermore, and in agreement with the results shown in fig. 3 c, anti-tslp has a consistently lower qc comparison score than anti-igf1r. overall, it appears that these test samples similarly show the formation
of inter-molecular -sheet structure as the monoclonal antibodies are heated to temperatures above the tms of the aggregates. while the monoclonal antibody samples studied showed more prominent amide i and ii peak changes than the serum samples studied with ftir (compare figs. 5 and 3 c), these 2nd derivative

spectra can be used to calculate secondary structure changes in other protein systems as well. thus, these investigations provide indirect evidence that the second derivative ftir spectra are capable of detecting changes in protein conformations in serum samples as well.
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in summary, we show that the 2nd derivative ftir absorbance spectra can be used to quantitatively detect changes in the protein
conformation in addition to changes occurring as protein samples are heated past the first tm. the qc comparison tool is a convenient

way to quantitatively summarize these changes and to determine the magnitude of the conformational changes. furthermore, for
samples with two tms, the 2nd derivative spectra also have the ability to detect changes in the protein at the second tm at lower

temperatures when compared to the standard sucrose formulation at 25c. as a final aspect of this study, the mixture of the anti-igf1r
and anti-tslp (at 1.5% and 7% sucrose) is the basis for the production of the anti-igf1r-tslp fusion protein. the resulting concentration
and purity of this fusion protein was verified to be greater than 90% and 100%, respectively. while the anti-igf1r-tslp mixture did not
undergo any ftir analysis, it is of interest to briefly look at some of the qc comparison scores for the mixture. fig. 6 a and b show the
qc comparison results for the mixture of anti-igf1r and anti-tslp 2nd derivative spectra when compared to the 7% sucrose standard
formulation at 25c. note that the mixture has a very similar qc comparison score to the 7% sucrose standard formulation but has

significantly better results than anti-igf1r and anti-tslp when compared to each other. similarly, fig. ftir also can be used to identify
specific protein secondary and tertiary structures as well as identifying protein aggregates. in this study we did not directly observe

ftir changes that indicate the formation of aggregates of anti-igf1r or anti-tslp. however, we did see that the monoclonal anti-tslp
aggregates more than the monoclonal anti-igf1r, which is in agreement with the results of the dls and dsc experiments. figure 5 c
shows the 2nd derivative spectra for the standard formulation of anti-igf1r (7% sucrose) and anti-igf1r with no sucrose at 25c and
72c. these figures backs up the results captured in the qc compare scores as little changes are seen in the spectra with no sucrose

compared to the standard formulation (7% sucrose) as the samples are heated past the first tm. overall, this set of experiments
demonstrates the usefulness of using ftir spectroscopy to study the conformational changes occurring at different tms as the

formulation is changed. 5ec8ef588b
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